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INTRODUCTION

Netflix released on June 17, 2016 an episode of the hit show Orange Is the New Black reflecting an all-too familiar scenario for transgender inmates.[1] Sophia, a transgender woman who has been attacked, confronts her prison warden about her mistreatment. Her prison warden tosses her in solitary confinement. For her “own protection”, the warden cuts off Sophia’s hormone treatments and blocks Sophia’s family from contacting her. Desperate and alone, Sophia sets her mattress on fire, a dare attempt to force the warden to release her and resume Sophia’s hormone therapy treatments.

Since Orange is the New Black premiered, transgender rights have been part of the public discourse. Transgender inmates face significant hurdles in the nation’s prison systems. Some transgender inmates face extreme forms of gender dysphoria, leading to severe depression and anxiety. Federal appellate courts are just beginning to grapple with the constitutional implications of prison officials refusing to provide transgender inmates with gender reassignment surgery. The Constitution protects inmates from “cruel and unusual punishment.”[2] The problem, however, is that the courts do not agree on whether “cruel and unusual” means the State must provide gender confirmation surgery for transgender inmates.

Part I of this Note explores the background of the Eighth Amendment and transgender rights to healthcare in the modern era. Part II of this Note describes the current disagreement between the First and Fifth Circuits and the Ninth Circuit. I consider the logical and procedural inconsistencies with the Fifth Circuit’s opinion and its implications, as well as the inherent pragmatism in the Ninth Circuit approach. I conclude that the Ninth Circuit’s approach makes far more sense, as some transgender prisoners genuinely require gender reassignment surgery even after hormone therapy. Part III examines the practical and moral arguments for providing gender reassignment surgery to transgender prisoners. I argue it would be more affordable and more humane to provide proper healthcare to those most vulnerable in prison environments rather than allowing mentally ill transgender inmates to suffer without medical care.

PART I:
BACKGROUND

The Eighth Amendment of the Constitution protects citizens from “cruel and unusual punishment”. [3] This Constitutional Amendment was a response to English interrogation techniques.[4] English law enforcement officers were notorious for inflicting torture on both accused and convicted criminals alike.[5] The English Bill of Rights of 1689 prohibited cruel and unusual punishment; the addition of “unusual” may have been inadvertent.[6] Nevertheless, the original drafters of the Constitution included this provision in the Bill of Rights.[7]

The Supreme Court did not interpret the Eighth Amendment clause against cruel and unusual punishment until 1879 in Wilksen v. Utah.[8] The Court upheld a decision sentencing a defendant to public execution by shooting, but held the Eighth Amendment precluded torture.[9] Unnecessary cruelty was therefore also barred by the Eighth Amendment.[10] A little over a decade later, in In re Kemmler[11], the Supreme Court held that the Eighth Amendment did not apply to the states, and that electrocution was a permissible form of punishment.[12] Kemmler proposed that punishment was not unconstitutional just because it was cruel, if legislators had a legitimately humane purpose for enacting it.[13]

The “cruel and unusual” standard under the Constitution evolved with time and changing perceptions of decency.[14] The Supreme Court consistently upheld painful punishments which may seem shocking today. For example, the Court...
declined to overturn a punishment of fifty years of hard labor for illegally selling liquor.[15]

The Court began to broaden the scope of the Eighth Amendment to fit with society’s changing morals.[16] A hard-line rule emerged from Supreme Court precedent establishing the meaning of “cruel and unusual” punishment. First, a punishment may not involve unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain.[17] Second, the punishment must not be grossly out of proportion to the severity of the crime.[18]

Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart wrote the Eighth Amendment should be interpreted in a “flexible and dynamic manner”. Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart maintained, that may evolve as “public opinion becomes enlightened by a humane justice.”[19] Thus, the Supreme Court ruled that the government has a constitutional obligation to provide medical care for those it has incarcerated.[20] The State inflicts unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain in violation of the Eighth Amendment by showing deliberate indifference to serious medical needs of prisoners.[21] The Court cautioned when prison officials make a mistake, although it may “produce anguish”, their actions do not qualify as a wanton infliction of unnecessary pain.[22]

The Court in the past three decades has expanded government liability under the Eighth Amendment. However, the Court took care to limit application of the Eighth Amendment to government officials, usually in prisons. An Eighth Amendment violation requires a showing of two prongs: “(1) an objective prong that requires proof of a serious medical need, and (2) a subjective prong that mandates a showing of prison administrators’ deliberate indifference to that need.”[25]

As a practical matter, transgender inmates currently have no right to transgender-specific healthcare. The Office of Civil Rights in the federal Department of Health and Human Services confirmed in 2012 that the Affordable Care Act prohibited sex discrimination, and, therefore, discrimination based on gender identity. However, the Department of Health and Human Services is less likely to prioritize discrimination based on gender identity and sexual orientation under the current administration, in fact, the HHS has actively signaled intent to eliminate protections for LGBTQ Americans.

A lack of federal protections compounds already-overwhelming barriers to transgender care, even to those outside the prison system. Adequate care can be prohibitively expensive, particularly among a population with a high unemployment rate, such as transgender people. Many transgender individuals have no access to healthcare. Whether transgender people can obtain gender-based healthcare can depend largely on where they live. As a result, many turn to unsafe methods to complete gender transition on their own. If transgender patients try to transition without proper medical supervision, they face serious risks such as HIV transmission and hypercoagulability, or dangerously increased blood-clotting. Transgender inmates have difficulty obtaining hormonal therapy through prison doctors. Transgender inmates may make drastic and desperate choices to change their biological hormones when gender-identity dysphoria goes untreated.

Transgender inmates are also more likely to suffer mental health issues than their cisgender, or those whose gender identity matches their sex at birth, counterparts. Many transgender inmates, as previously mentioned, go untreated and undiagnosed, which contributes to depression and anxiety. Further, transgender inmates are more likely to experience abuse and harassment in correctional facilities from staff and fellow prisoners alike. As a result, transgender inmates are often separated and isolated from the general prison population, purportedly for their own safety. The practice of isolating transgender inmates has serious repercussions on their mental health.

Courts have only just begun to address the inherent inequalities transgender inmates face in correctional facilities. One of the first steps to addressing these inequalities was acknowledging gender dysphoria exists; the Second Circuit only identified “transsexualism” as a serious medical condition in 2000. The Fourth Circuit followed in 2003, finding that prison officials were deliberately indifferent to a transgender inmate’s serious medical needs by denying her necessary hormone therapy after she compulsively self-mutilated. The Seventh Circuit in 2011 held that a statute that barred prison officials from providing hormone therapy or sex reassignment surgery violated the Eighth Amendment.

Some jurisdictions deny even the most basic requests to transgender inmates. For example, in January of 2020, the Fifth Circuit denied a transgender inmate’s request to change her legal name and pronouns to reflect her gender identity.

Federal legislatures have addressed gender issues with an eye towards transgender citizens without specifically regulating the prison environment. For example, the Violence Against Women Act bars discrimination against gender identity for any funding recipient. The federal Hate Crimes Act punishes those who cause injury based on an individual’s gender identity. Federal law allows any state to request the Attorney General’s assistance in prosecuting a
crime based on an individual’s gender identity. [53] It also requires institutions receiving federal funding to keep track of hate crimes committed on campus which are based in prejudice against gender identity. [54]

California in October of 2015 became the first state in the United States to implement a policy to allow transgender prisoners to petition for sex reassignment surgery. [55] Progressive California appellate courts have even ruled that Medi-Cal, a government healthcare program, must cover gender confirmation surgeries. [56] Transgender people have mostly made legislative progress in non-criminal forums. [57] But gains have been slow for transgender inmates alleging Eighth Amendment violations as they are routinely denied healthcare. [58] They are not guaranteed full medical treatment for gender dysphoria and rarely, if ever, receive it. [59]

PART II: THE CURRENT SPLIT OF OPINION BETWEEN THE FIRST AND FIFTH CIRCUITS AND NINTH CIRCUIT

The Supreme Court has not yet addressed the issue of whether the Eighth Amendment requires the government to provide sex confirmation surgery to transgender inmates. A split among the circuits emerged last year when the Ninth Circuit ruled prison officials violated the Eighth Amendment by refusing to provide sex reassignment surgery to a transgender inmate diagnosed with gender dysphoria. [60] The Fifth and First Circuits previously held government officials were not required to provide sex reassignment surgery under the Eighth Amendment. [61] The Supreme Court should adopt the Ninth Circuit point of view rather than the approach adopted by the First and Fifth Circuits. Further, the Supreme Court should create a clearly delineated test to determine whether gender confirmation surgery is medically necessary under the Eighth Amendment.

A. The First and Fifth Circuit Approach in Gibson v. Collier and Kosilek v. Spencer

Kosilek v. Spencer

The subject of Kosilek v. Spencer was Michelle Lynn Kosilek, an inmate living at the Massachusetts Correctional Institution at Norfolk. [62] At the age of five, her mother left her, and she began dressing in girl’s clothing and playing with other girls at her orphanage. [63] The nuns running the orphanage punished Ms. Kosilek for this behavior as did Ms. Kosilek’s stepfather. [64] Ms. Kosilek eventually ran away from home and first began taking hormones at the age of eighteen. [65] She was sentenced to life in prison for the murder of her spouse and began dressing as a woman while incarcerated. [66] Prison officials eventually stopped her from dressing as a woman, and barred her from wearing makeup. [67] She said, “My life is hell,” when asked about her life behind bars because she was not allowed to live as a woman. [68] She admitted she’d attempted suicide twice and mutilation once due to her gender dysphoria. [69]

Ms. Kosilek filed for injunctive relief under the Eighth Amendment after she requested sex reassignment surgery to relieve her gender identity dysphoria. [70] The district court found for Kosilek, holding that Kosilek had a serious medical need, sex reassignment surgery was the only adequate treatment, and that the Department of Corrections’ security concerns regarding hormone therapy and sex reassignment surgery were merely pretextual. [71] The First Circuit affirmed, but granted a rehearing en banc less than one month after the decision. [72]

The court agreed Ms. Kosilek had a serious medical need because she was diagnosed with gender identity disorder, noting that the Department of Corrections had provided care for gender identity disorder since 2003. [73] During the course of the trial, the Department of Corrections hired multiple doctors who agreed sex reassignment surgery was medically necessary for Kosilek. [74] In determining whether Kosilek had a serious medical need, the court asked whether the Department of Corrections’ actions were medically “imprudent”, concluding that they were not. [75] The Court of Appeals overturned the district court’s dismissal of Dr. Schmidt, one of the medical professionals who examined Kosilek and concluded sex reassignment surgery was not necessary, because Dr. Schmidt did not follow the Harry Benjamin Standards of Care. [76] The majority insisted Dr. Schmidt’s opinion showed greater nuance, seemingly disagreeing with the district judge’s findings of fact. [77]

The court further concluded that because prison officials provided the transgender plaintiff with hormone therapy, mental health resources, facial hair removal, and feminine clothing and accessories, the Department of Corrections had provided a reasonable and acceptable alternative to sex reassignment surgery. [78] The court opined that it is not the court system’s place to require that departments of correction adopt the “more compassionate of two adequate options.” [79] It wrote that although Kosilek presented future risk of self-harm and suicide, the Department of Corrections was adequately equipped to respond to Kosilek’s
suicidal ideation through its standard operating procedures.[80]

The court then evaluated the subjective prong, questioning whether prison officials showed deliberate indifference to Kosilek’s serious medical needs.[81] The Department of Corrections argued sexual reassignment surgery carried inherent security risks, which was why it was reasonable to refuse to offer it to Kosilek.[81] The defendant insisted Kosilek would be victimized after receiving sexual reassignment surgery, and that other prisoners would threaten to harm themselves to force prison officials to accede to prisoner demands.[83] The district court had dismissed these security risks, but appellate court deferred to prison officials’ judgment, holding the district judge had no right to ignore their expertise.[84] Finally, the court concluded that because different medical professionals have different opinions about the efficacy of sexual reassignment surgery, the Department of Corrections cannot violate the Eighth Amendment by choosing one opinion over the other.[85] Therefore, the First Circuit found that the Department of Corrections had not violated Kosilek’s Eighth Amendment right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment.[86]

The First Circuit reviewed the district court’s findings based on a de novo approach with deference to the judge’s findings of fact, but Judge Thompson’s dissent suggests this approach was not properly followed.[87] Judge Thompson pointed out that the majority reviewed the district judge’s finding of deliberate indifference de novo rather than with deference to the judge’s findings of fact.[88] He asserted, the majority simply disregarded the district court’s determinations of credibility and motivation and instead made its own assumptions.[89] He further disagreed with the majority’s opinion that the district judge substituted a medical professional’s judgment with his own.[90] As to the objective prong of the Eighth Amendment violation, Judge Thompson pointed out the majority’s assumption that the Department of Corrections may choose any treatment plan so long as medical opinions differ is flawed.[91]

**Gibson v. Collier**

The Fifth Circuit encountered an identical question to Kosilek in 2019.[92] Vanessa Lynn Gibson alleged that the defendant Texas Department of Criminal Justice’s actions were unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment.[93] When the plaintiff appealed her case to the Fifth Circuit, the defendant did not contest that Ms. Gibson suffered a serious medical need.[94] The defendant instead complained Ms. Gibson failed to show the defendant was deliberately indifferent to her medical needs.[95]

Other courts relied on the World Professional Association for Transgender Health (WPATH) standards of care when making rulings about serious medical needs.[96] The Fifth Circuit however, declared the WPATH standards were “merely one side in a sharply contested medical debate over sex reassignment surgery.”[97] The court relied heavily on the First Circuit Kosilek opinion, careful to point out that three doctors who testified before the Kosilek district judge expressed concerns about the WPATH standards of care.[98] Therefore, the majority concluded, no medical consensus exists as to the WPATH standards of care or to the efficacy of sex reassignment surgery.[99] Thus, the plaintiff failed to prove the deliberate indifference prong, or the subjective prong, of an Eighth Amendment violation.

The appellate court nevertheless ruled against Gibson despite admitting that it was provided with a sparse record,[100] concluding that refusing to provide sex reassignment surgery cannot be “unusual” punishment under the Eighth Amendment when only one state has ever provided sex reassignment surgery to a transgender inmate.[101] Gibson, arguing pro se in her appellate arguments,[102] conceded the WPATH standards of care may be hotly contested.[103] However, she insisted the Kosilek opinion opened the door for an “individualized assessment of the inmate’s particular medical needs.”[104] Therefore, she contended, a categorical prison policy disallowing sex reassignment surgery is unconstitutional under the Eighth Amendment.[105] The court flatly dismissed this argument.[106] The Fifth Circuit relied on the Kosilek dissent, rather than on the Kosilek majority’s own words suggesting the Kosilek majority really meant to impose a de facto ban on sex reassignment surgeries.[107] It is unclear why the Gibson court ignored the majority opinion, which made clear that transgender inmates could still receive sex reassignment surgery even under current constitutional limitations. Perhaps the Gibson court meant to impose a stricter, hard-line rule, permanently disposing of any future Eighth Amendment claims regarding denial of sex reassignment surgeries.

The court acknowledged Gibson, the transgender inmate at the center of the controversy, had been formally diagnosed with Gender Identity Disorder. The court further recognized Gibson had lived as a woman since she was fifteen, and had adopted a female name.[108] Yet the court insisted on referring to Gibson using male pronouns throughout its forty-page opinion, primarily citing cases from the 1970’s to justify doing so.[109] The First Circuit carefully perused the record in a fact-based inquiry to determine whether sex reassignment surgery was medically necessary for Kosilek, whereas, the Fifth Circuit decided Gibson’s claims on the merits despite an insufficient factual record.[110]

Defendant moved for summary judgment against Gibson under a qualified immunity theory.[111] The Fifth Circuit affirmed, granting summary judgment in favor of the defendant rather than acknowledging the district court’s procedural error.[112] It ruled on the merits of Gibson’s Eighth Amendment claim even though Gibson never so much as received an evaluation from a psychiatrist for sex reassignment surgery.[113] The court insisted this error was insufficient to merit reversal anyway.[114]

**B. The Ninth Circuit Approach in Edmo v. Corizon**

Andree Edmo was a transgender woman at the Idaho State Correctional Institution.[115] Edmo saw herself as a female since the age of five or six, but only presented herself as a woman since she was twenty or twenty-one.[116] A prison psychiatrist and psychologist diagnosed her with gender dysphoria.[117] Edmo changed her legal name to “Adree” and her legal sex to “female” while she was in prison.[118] She presented as a woman while she lived in prison, wearing feminine hairstyles and makeup, even when doing so resulted in disciplinary violations.[119] Edmo’s gender dysphoria caused her to feel “depressed,” “disgusting,” “tormented,” and “hopeless.”[120]

Prison officials provided hormone therapy to treat Edmo’s gender dysphoria after she was diagnosed in 2012.[121] The hormone therapy helped her “clear her mind”, and helped her
appear more feminine.[122] Still, she hated her body because she retained her male genitalia, testifying she felt “depressed, embarrassed, [and] disgusted” by it every day.[123]

The Ninth Circuit concluded gender confirmation surgery can be medically necessary for transgender inmates after conducting an expansive review of available literature regarding gender dysphoria.[124] The court recognized gender dysphoria is a serious medical condition that can cause “clinically significant distress” in transgender individuals and therefore can implicate the Eighth Amendment.[125] Whether a particular inmate has gender dysphoria serious enough to trigger the government’s duty to provide treatment depends largely on the individual’s facts of the case.[126] Relevant considerations in considering whether a prisoner requires gender reassignment surgery may include “the judgments of prison medical officials” and “the views of prudent professionals in the field”.[127] Ninth Circuit precedence, unlike Fifth and First Circuit precedent, indicated that the reviewing court need not defer to the judgment of prison doctors or administrators.[128]

The Ninth Circuit first had to determine whether gender reassignment surgery could ever be medically necessary under the circumstances. In doing so, the court expressly disagreed with the Fifth Circuit’s Gideon decision.[129] The Ninth Circuit called “outdated” and “incorrect” the Fifth Circuit conclusion that there is no medical consensus that sex reassignment surgery is medically necessary or effective.[130] Most medical professionals support the WPATH standards of care, which are endorsed by almost every respected medical association.[131] The Ninth Circuit further held the Fifth Circuit was an outlier in rejecting the WPATH standards of care.[132]

The First Circuit contended reasonable doctors could disagree as to whether transgender women could properly experience life as their preferred gender in a prison environment; however, the Ninth Circuit highlighted a passage in the WPATH standards of care that expressly contradicted this contention.[133] The court identified how deficient other treatments had been for Edmo.[134] Edmo still attempted to self-castrate even though the state had provided her with hormone and therapy treatment; physicians pointed out self-castration is typically not associated with depression and anxiety.[135] The First and Fifth Circuits had ignored the possibility that alternative treatment could be defective, instead broadly suggesting hormone and psychiatric therapy would be enough to treat gender dysphoria.[136]

The Ninth Circuit concluded Edmo had not met her burden on the subjective prong, whether the state showed deliberate indifference to Edmo’s serious medical needs.[137] Even though the state had administered some medical care, the state could still show deliberate indifference—the “alternative treatment” of hormone and psychiatric therapy was not sufficient considering Edmo was still at risk of suicide and self-castration.[138] Where the Fifth and First Circuits had alleged hormone therapy was at least adequate and enough to ward off an Eighth Amendment claim, the Ninth Circuit rejected this contention, holding it was adequate in some cases.[139] Therefore, the Court held withholding access to gender reassignment surgery for gender-dysphoric prisoners can constitute deliberate indifference to a prisoner’s needs.[140]

PART III: THE POLICY ARGUMENT FOR ADOPTING THE NINTH CIRCUIT APPROACH

The Ninth Circuit approach is simply the most logical approach, and is the most grounded in medical reality. The Ninth Circuit approach endorses the WPATH standards of care, which helped shape the Edmo opinion and have been adopted by the American Medical Association, the American Psychiatric Association, the American Medical Student Association, and American Psychological Association.[141] The American Psychological Association has produced literature explaining the WPATH standards of care and why they provide individualized treatment planning to support the needs of those suffering from gender dysphoria.[142] There are no other “competing evidence-based standards” that are nationally or internationally recognized by medical professional groups.[143]

Medical treatment options for gender dysphoria include hormone therapy and surgery under the WPATH standards of care.[144] The WPATH standards of care make clear these treatment options are effective in alleviating gender dysphoria and are medically necessary for many people.[145] Many transgender people find comfort without the need for sex reassignment surgery within these standards.[146] Others cannot find relief from gender dysphoria without surgical change to their secondary and/or primary sex characteristics.[147] Transgender individuals who undergo sex reassignment surgery generally benefit from an
improvement in “subjective wellbeing, cosmesis, and sexual function.”[148] Surgical intervention is not the only option under the WPATH standards of care, simply an option—the WPATHI standards of care endorse a range of options to those suffering from gender dysphoria, including psychotherapy.[149]

Some cases posit the WPATH standards of care are controversial and political.[150] However, the WPATH’s aim is to provide and promote evidence-based care, education, research, advocacy, public policy, and respect in transgender and transgender health.[151] The WPATH asserts that its standards of care are based on “the best available science and expert professional consensus.” Therefore, the WPATH standards of care are simply meant to reflect medical consensus, not to force any political agenda on medical professionals.[152] These standards are also very useful for medical professionals trying to help their gender-dysphoric patients. They are flexible guidelines meant to meet the individual needs of any and all patients.[153] They explain the difference between gender nonconformity, meaning “the extent to which a person’s gender identity, role, or expression differs from the cultural norms prescribed for people of a particular sex”, and gender dysphoria, the “discomfort or distress that is caused by a discrepancy between a person’s gender identity and that person’s sex assigned at birth.”[154] It also recommends the minimum credentials for those dealing with adolescents who present with symptoms of gender dysphoria.[155] The WPATH standards of care create guidelines for assessing those with gender dysphoria, which would create a clear, consistent path to treating transgender inmates in our nation’s prisons.[156] This is crucial for future success in helping transgender inmates who suffer from psychological problems.[157]

Offering transgender inmates the right to gender-affirming surgery is also the most ethical policy. The data is limited on the number of transgender people living in the United States today. Some literature estimates the number is somewhere around 1 million people.[158] However, an estimated one in six people among the transgender community will go to prison once in their lives, compared to one in a hundred people among the general population.[159] Transgender inmates are “13 times more likely than their non-transgender counterparts to be sexually assaulted in prison.”[160] There are many, many transgender inmates struggling under the current weight of the prison system, and need better healthcare to survive in the face of such abuse.

Gender dysphoria can create “severe and persistent discomfort” with one’s biological sex.[161] Gender dysphoria often leads to depression and anxiety.[162] Serious medical issues can result, such as self-castration and suicide.[163] This problem was obvious to the Ninth Circuit, which observed petitioner Edmo suffered from severe depression and twice attempted castration.[164] Gender-affirming surgery and hormone therapy are accepted practices of treatment for

gender dysphoria.[165] Offering gender-affirming surgery could go a long way to helping solve mental health crises among the transgender population in prisons.

Many issues among transgender inmates are closely inter-related. Many of them end up in prison after suffering from poverty and mental health issues.[166] They often suffer rape and harassment, compounding these mental health issues once imprisoned.[167] These inmates tend to commit crimes due to poverty and mental health issues.[168] The cycle can continue for years. Offering adequate healthcare to transgender inmates would allow treatment of such severe mental health issues early, which may ease the cycle of recidivism.

A law student articulated his bases for the theory that transgender inmates may be less likely to commit future crimes upon release from prison. Alexander Kirkpatrick said the process of rehabilitation and reconciliation is essential to approval for parole, Mr. Kirkpatrick explained, which is also an essential part of therapy and transgender-specific healthcare.[169] He explained:

The commitment offenses of many transgender life inmates were directly or indirectly caused by their gender identity struggles or factors related to their gender dysphoria. For [transgender] parolees, articulating insight, demonstrating rehabilitation, and reconciliation involves directly confronting how their gender identity struggles—their inability to be themselves—may have influenced their offenses. Since their gender identity was a causative factor in their crime, demonstrating rehabilitation may involve showing the [parole] board that they are no longer influenced by the mental health effects of gender dysphoria or the psychological triggers of social stigmatization that caused their commitment offenses in the first place. […] If the struggles of gender identity are described by transgender individuals as a process of becoming themselves, and the severe effects of gender dysphoria are resolved through proper medical and mental health treatment, then… by facilitating sex-reassignment surgery for transgender life inmates who require the procedure to have a coherent self-identity, we are also enabling these life inmates the opportunity for the rehabilitation and reconciliation that is expected to be found suitable for release.[170]

This argument goes to the heart of the issue: solving astronomical rates of incarceration among gender dysphoric inmates. If United States departments of corrections adopt a widespread policy authorizing sex reassignment surgery for those who need it, transgender inmates may begin the process of rehabilitating themselves and, hopefully, moving beyond a lifetime of crime.

**CONCLUSION**

The Ninth Circuit approach is simply more logical and far more ethical than the First and Fifth Circuit approach. Their logic is flawed even putting aside any procedural errors the Fifth Circuit may have failed to address.[171] The First Circuit, though it took care to specify its holding was fact-specific and did not extend to every transgender inmate,
failed to explicitly acknowledge some transgender inmates may need sex reassignment surgery. Some transgender people, such as Adree Edmo, still try to self-harm even when provided with hormones and talk therapy. To deny those inmates sex reassignment surgery even as a last resort flies in the face of the spirit of the Eighth Amendment. As Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall stated in his Furman concurrence, the fluid meaning of the Eighth Amendment “must draw its meaning from the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society”.[172] Our society has matured enough to recognize that some transgender inmates do need drastic measures to treat severe mental distress which cannot be helped by traditional measures. It is time to extend Eighth Amendment protections to help those most in need. In doing so, the United States will join the ranks of many health organizations who have endorsed the WPATH standards of care. The country will help ease the cycle of recidivism and give transgender inmates a fighting chance to change. The courts will follow the logical conclusion that the Eighth Amendment demands, reflecting the principles of mercy and humility our legal system has tried to uphold since the Founding Fathers inked the Bill of Rights.
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